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Abstract: The catechol functionality present in the catechins is responsible for the protective effects exerted
by green tea against a wide range of human diseases. High-level electronic structure calculations and
canonical variational transition-state theory including multidimensional tunneling corrections have allowed
us to understand the key factors of the antioxidant effectiveness of the catechol group. This catechol group
forms two hydrogen bonds with the two oxygen atoms of the lipid peroxyl radical, leading to a very compact
reactant complex. This fact produces an extremely narrow adiabatic potential-energy profile corresponding
to the hydrogen abstraction by the peroxyl radical, which makes it possible for a huge tunneling contribution
to take place. So, quantum-mechanical tunneling highly increases the corresponding rate constant value,
in such a way that catechins become able to trap the lipid peroxyl radicals in a dominant competition with
the very damaging free-radical chain-lipid peroxidation reaction.

1. Introduction

Free-radical-mediated peroxidation of membrane lipids and
oxidative damage of DNA are associated with a variety of
chronic health problems, such as cancer, inflammation, athero-
sclerosis, neurodegenerative processes like Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s diseases, and aging.1-3 The radical formation is
usually caused by light, heat, metal, or irradiation. Once a first
free radical R‚ (often an alkyl radical) has been generated, it
reacts with oxygen to produce a peroxyl radical ROO‚ which
in the presence of a lipid LH initiates a free-radical chain-lipid
peroxidation:

The lipid (L‚) and lipid peroxyl (LOO‚) radicals act as chain
propagators converting lipid molecules into lipid hydroperoxyde
LOOH. Reaction 2 is very fast, ca. 109 M-1 s-1, whereas the
hydrogen-transfer reaction (3) is much slower, typically 101

M-1 s-1.4

Vitamin E is the most important lipophilic antioxidant in
living organisms.5-7 R-Tocopherol (TocH), the most abundant
and active form of vitamin E, is the major endogenous lipid-
soluble chain-breaking antioxidant in human plasma and low-
density lipoprotein (LDL).8-11 R-TocH can break the free-radical
chain reaction, trapping the LOO‚ radicals by a hydrogen
abstraction reaction:

thus producing LOOH andR-tocopheroxyl radical (R-Toc‚). The
problem at this point is thatR-TocH might become a pro-
oxidant12 via anR-TocH-mediated peroxidation:

To suppress the prooxidant action,R-TocH is regenerated by
the reactions ofR-Toc‚ with the endogenous antioxidants
ubiquinol and vitamin C.13,14

On the other hand, flavonoids are the most common and
active edible antioxidants. These naturally ocurring polyphenolic
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LOO‚ + R-TocH f LOOH + R-Toc‚ (4)

R-Toc‚ + LH (or LOOH) f R-TocH + L‚ (or LOO‚) (5)
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pigment compounds are present in substantial amounts in plants,
fruits, and vegetables.15 The flavonoid structure consists of a
benzene condensed with aγ-pyrone ring (flavonols and flavones
or its dihydro derivatives flavanols and flavanones) to which a
phenyl group in position 2 is attached (see Figure 1). Green tea
and, to a lesser extent, black tea, contain a number of flavonoids
with significant antioxidant activity.16,17It is proved that drinking
tea, specially green tea, is associated with a lower incidence of
human cancer.18

The main polyphenolic components in green tea are flavanols
(also known as catechins): (-)-epicatechin,EC; (-)-epigallo-
catechin,EGC; (-)-epicatechin gallate,ECG; and (-)-epigal-
locatechin-3-gallate,EGCG (Figure 2). Now it is generally
accepted that the “B” ring in the flavanols, containing the
catechol or the trihydroxy functionality, is responsible for most
of the antioxidant activity.16,19

Catechins have very weak pro-oxidant effects because of their
catechol functionality. Thus, it has been suggested that both
hydroxyl hydrogens of the catechol can be successively

abstracted, finally forming a stable quinone structure. Further-
more, it has been experimentally shown that the overall oxidative
action of the green tea polyphenols involves trapping the
initiating radicals ROO‚, trapping the propagating lipid peroxyl
radicals LOO‚, and regeneratingR-TocH by reducingR-Toc‚.20

This may explain the improvement/maintenance ofR-TocH
levels after intake of green tea, showing the antioxidant
synergism of green tea polyphenols withR-TocH.21-23

A large body of clinical and experimental evidence have been
accumulated in the last years about the antioxidative role of
R-TocH and catechins by scavenging free radicals and their
beneficial effects in protecting against an extensive number of
diseases and aging.15,24,25Conversely, little theoretical work has
been devoted to this subject. Very recently, dual-level kinetics
calculations, using variational transition state theory including
semiclassical multidimensional tunneling corrections (when
needed), have been carried out to determine the mechanisms
and reaction rate constants of trapping the hydroxyl and
hydroperoxyl radicals byR-TocH (modeled by the 5,7,8-
trimethyl-croman-6-ol molecule).26,27Given the nonpolar char-
acter of the natural lipid bilayer environment, those gas-phase
theoretical studies were considered to be quite representative
of the real problem.

From the theoretical point of view, the antioxidant activity
of flavanols has been just estimated by computing the bond
dissociation enthalpy (BDE) for the O-H phenolic bonds. Then
it is clear that a more complete theoretical study is required to
get a deeper insight in the antioxidant ability of flavanols,
specially taking into account that tunneling could play an
important role in the reaction. To this aim, in the present work
we have used variational transition state theory including
semiclassical multidimensional tunneling corrections to study
the hydrogen abstraction reaction from (-)-epicatechin (EC)
(Figure 2) by a methylperoxyl radical (CH3OO‚) as the
peroxolipidic radical model.

2. Calculation Method

Geometry optimization, energies, and first and second energy
derivatives of all stationary points were calculated using the hybrid
metadensity functional theory.28-32 The hybrid functional used was the
MPWB1K developed by Truhlar’s group.33 This functional has been
tested recently against kinetic databases, and it gives the best results
for a combination of thermochemistry, thermochemical kinetics,
hydrogen bonding, and weak interactions, especially for thermochemical
kinetics and noncovalent interactions.33-35 The 6-31G(d,p) basis set36
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Figure 1. Basic flavonoid structure.

Figure 2. The four different catechins (flavanols) as the main components
of green tea.
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was used as a unique and enough-tested set of basis functions for
H-atom transfer reactions. The vibrational frequencies were obtained
from the diagonalization of the corresponding MPWB1K Hessian
matrices and were scaled by a factor of 0.9537.33 The nature of all the
stationary points was determined by analyzing the number of imaginary
frequencies: 0 for minima and just 1 for the saddle-point.

At each stationary point we also carried out high-level single-point
energy calculations at the MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) geometries with the
aim of improving the electronic description of the chemical system.

To this purpose we chose several high-level methods: (a) MPWB1K/
6-311+G(2df,2p); b) projected Møller-Plesset perturbation theory37

up to the fourth order with inclusion of single, double, and quadruple
excitations: PMP4SDQ/6-31G(d,p); (c) coupled-cluster approach with
single and double excitations and quasiperturbative connected triples:
CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p);38,39 and (d) as it is well-known that the CCSD-
(T) correlation method converges slowly with the increase of the basis
set, we also used the CBS-QB3 approach.40,41 In our CBS-QB3
calculations, we employed our MPWB1K geometries, instead of the
B3LYP ones, as the basis for a series of single-point energy calculations
and empirical corrections, to extrapolate the CCSD(T) energy to the
complete basis set limit. We avoid employing the very used B3LYP
functional because it has been shown that this functional may fail for
H-transfer reactions.42-46 The first high-level has been applied to both
the whole system, and just to a part of it within an ONIOM scheme47

(see Supporting Information). The PMP4SDQ, CCSD(T), and CBS-
QB3 high-levels have been just used for a part of the system (20 atoms)
within the same ONIOM scheme.

The MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) H-abstraction mechanism was found to
proceed via a complex in the entrance channel (which will be called
reactant complex, RC), followed by a saddle-point (named SP), and a
product complex, PC, in the exit channel, finally leading to the products
methylhydroperoxide, CH3OOH, andEC radical. To ensure connectivity
between these stationary points, and to carry out the dynamical
calculations, the minimum energy path (MEP)48,49in an isoinertial mass-
weighted Cartesian coordinate system was calculated starting from the
saddle-point geometry found by following the Gonzalez-Schlegel
algorithm50 at the MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. A step size,
δs, of 0.02 bohr (wheres denotes the distance along the MEP in an
isoinertial mass-scaled coordinate system with a scaling mass equal to
1 amu) was used. The second derivative matrix was calculated at every
two points along the MEP for|s| < 0.2 bohr, and at every five points
for |s| > 0.2 bohr. Note thats is 0 at the saddle point, negative on the
reactant side, and positive on the product side. The MEP of the perprotio
reaction was also used for the study of the monodeuterated reaction.
In both cases, the normal-mode analysis along the MEP was performed
in mass-scaled Cartesian coordinates, and the reoriented dividing surface
(RODS) algorithm51 was used to improve the generalized frequencies.

These generalized frequencies were also scaled using the factor
mentioned above. Energy, gradient, and Hessian matrix calculations,
along with geometry optimizations and MEPs were carried out using
the Gaussian 03 package of programs.52

As it will be explained in the next section, the overall flux of the
CH3OO‚ + EC reaction is solely determined by the H-abstraction
bottleneck; that is, neither the dynamical bottleneck corresponding to
the CH3OO‚ + EC association that leads to RC, nor the dynamical
bottleneck corresponding to the dissociation of PC are kinetically
relevant. Note, however, that the existence of a complex on the MEP
that preceeds or follows the H-abstraction saddle point can be crucial
in the calculation of tunneling effects. It has been shown that the explicit
introduction in our calculations of those complexes53 reduces the
thickness of the classically forbidden region for energies below the
adiabatic (classical potential energy+ ZPE) barrier, and then tunneling
is promoted and the reaction is accelerated. In this reaction the MEP
on the product side reaches the adiabatic potential energy corresponding
to reactants ats ) 0.39 bohr, while the complex PC appears as far as
s ) 31.7 bohr. In these conditions, the explicit introduction in our
calculations of this complex has no influence on the shape of the MEP
at the region relevant for tunneling. Then just the presence of the RC
can be significant for tunneling.

Direct dynamics calculations have been carried out to obtain the
rate constants at different temperatures at the MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p)
low-level (LL) and at the two high-levels (HL): ONIOM(CCSD(T)/
6-31G(d,p):MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p)) // MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) and ONI-
OM(CBS-QB3:MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p)) // MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p), which
for the sake of brevity will be called from here on ONIOM-CCSD(T)
and ONIOM-CBS, respectively.

At the LL the classical potential energies, geometries, and generalized
frequencies were interpolated using a mapping procedure, with the
exception of the five lowest generalized frequencies which have been
interpolated with the IVTST0-for-frequencies scheme.54 At the ONIOM-
CCSD(T) level, the interpolated single-point energy correction (ISPE)55,56

procedure has been used. In the ONIOM-CBS case, the HL classical
potential energies on the reactant side are obtained here by adding to
the LL-MEP classical potential energies a cutoff Gaussian function54,57,58

that interpolates the energy corrections from information of the reaction
path (see the Supporting Information for more details about the
interpolation schemes).

All rate constants have been calculated by means of canonical
variational transition state theory (CVT)59-63 corrected with the
semiclassical multidimensional small-curvature tunneling (SCT)
coefficient,64-67 using the Polyrate 9.3 code68 (see Supporting Informa-
tion for more details).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Stationary Points: Geometries and Relative Energies.
EC contains five OH groups. The OH group on ring “C” is an
alcoholic group to which no antioxidant ability can be ascribed.
Among the four phenolic OH groups, the 3′-OH and 4′-OH
groups of catechol in the “B” ring are the main groups
responsible for the antioxidant activity. This results from the
fact that the radical derived from the H-abstraction of any of
them can be stabilized by the electron-donating power of the
ortho hydroxyl and the intramolecular hydrogen bond formed.
Because the ease to be abstracted has to be similar for these
two OH groups, in this paper we have focused just on the
abstraction of the 4′-OH group by the methylperoxyl radical,
as a representative example of the antioxidant capacity ofEC.

The optimized geometries of the stationary points located for
the H-abstraction from the 4′-OH group at the MPWB1K/6-
31G(d,p) level, along with the corresponding classical potential-
energy profile, are shown in Figure 3. As explained in the
Calculation Method section, the product complex will not be
taken into account from here on in this paper.

It is worth noting that an ortho-hydroxy effect is observed:
the phenolic hydrogen at position 3′ is hydrogen bonded to the
oxygen at position 4′. This interaction becomes stronger as the
reaction goes further, the corresponding distance going from
2.08 Å at the reactant complex to 1.97 Å at the isolatedEC

radical. Indeed, this fact is a consequence of the change of the
spin distribution in theEC fragment, which is also increasing
over the oxygen atom O4 as the H-abstraction proceeds. The
interaction between the two oxygen atoms, OA and OB, of the
methylperoxyl fragment with the catechol functionality inEC
is also remarkable. Two hydrogen bonds are formed between
the hydrogen hydroxyls of the catechol and these oxygen atoms,
leading to a very compact reactant complex and transition-state
structure. At the reactant complex, the distance between the
hydrogen atom of the 3′-OH group and OB is 2.57 Å. Evolving
to the transition-state structure, the H3′-OB distance lengthens
to 3.29 Å, at the same time opening the angle H4′-OA-OB from
95 to 107 degrees. The peroxo OA-OB distance becomes longer
(from 1.29 to 1.41 Å) as the reaction evolves and the unpaired
electron moves to the catechol moiety. At the same time the
C-O bond at position 4′ is getting shorter because of the
increasing electron delocalization in the catechol ring: 1.37 Å
at the reactant complex, 1.31 Å at the transition-state structure,
and 1.24 Å at the isolatedEC radical, where it has an important
double bond character. In turn, the C-O bond at position 3′
just shortens from 1.34 Å at the reactant complex to 1.32 Å at
the final product, so indicating a weaker participation in the
electron delocalization than the neighboring phenolic group at
the 4′ position. The more important geometric feature is that
the transition-state structure turns out to be very compact: the
O4′-H4′ distance of the breaking bond is 1.14 Å, only 20%
longer than in the isolatedEC, whereas the H4′-OA distance of
the forming bond is 1.20 Å, only 25% longer than in the isolated
methylhydroperoxide. In this way, just a short displacement,
backward or forward, of the shifting hydrogen atom is required
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Figure 3. Optimized stationary points geometries and their classical potential-energy values, relative to reactants, in kcal/mol, calculated at the MPWB1K/
6-31G(d,p) level. Oxygen atoms appear in red.
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to reach its final position with respect to the acceptor oxygen
atom in EC (reactant) or in methylhydroperoxide (product),
respectively. In contrast, the reported26 H-abstraction transition-
state structure for theR-TocH + HOO‚ reaction, at the
BH&HLYP/6-31G electronic structure level, was clearly reactant-
like and much less compact, that is, the bond being broken was
about 11% larger than in the reactants while the bond being
formed was 41% larger than in the products.

In Table 1 the energetics for the three regions (reactants
association, H-transfer, and dissociation to final products) taken
into account in our study of theEC + CH3OO‚ reaction, are
given at the different levels of theory used in our calculations.
As already indicated, the abstraction of the phenolic hydrogen
at the 4′ position takes place via the formation of a complex in
the entrance channel (RC, depicted in Figure 3). Its relatively
high stabilization is mainly due to the two hydrogen-bonded
interactions, described before, between the two oxygen atoms,
OA and OB, of the methylperoxyl fragment and the catechol
functionality in EC. The LL-RC stabilization decreases by 3
kcal/mol when the basis set is extended, perhaps indicating a
basis set superposition error at the LL (MPW1BK/6-31G (d,p)).
The LL-H-abstraction classical potential-energy barrier is rather
high (9.05 kcal/mol) and it rises up to 12.6 kcal/mol when the
basis set is extended. This high-energy barrier causes the global
flux of the EC + CH3OO‚ reaction to be, in practice, solely
determined by the H-abstraction bottleneck, as already explained
in the previous section. The increase in H-abstraction barrier
heights in going from a double-ê to a triple-ê basis set had
already been reported for theR-TocH + HOO‚ reaction at the
BH and HLYP level.26 However, in that same study it was also
verified that further changes within triple-ê basis sets did only
modify the computed magnitudes by about 1 kcal/mol. As for
the reaction energy for the H-abstraction process, the two
MPW1BK calculations give nearly the same value (around-3.5
kcal/mol in adiabatic potential energy). Unfortunately, there is
no experimental reported value for the reaction energy of the
H-abstraction reaction betweenEC and CH3OO‚, although an
estimated value can be obtained from the difference between
bond dissociation energies:∆BDE(O-H).

Taking into account the value of 86.9( 1.0 kcal/mol reported
for the O-H BDE of CH3OOH69 and two of the most recent
results for catechol, both experimental70(82.5( 1.2 kcal/mol)

and theoretical71 (81.5 kcal/mol at a basis-set extrapolated CCSD
level), the estimated values for theEC + CH3OO‚ reaction
would be-4.4 ( 2.2 kcal/mol70 and -5.4 ( 1.0 kcal/mol,71

respectively (see Supporting Information for more details).
The second high-level calculation shown in Table 1 corre-

sponds to an ONIOM scheme where the low-level electronic
energy for the model and the real system were calculated at
the MPW1BK/6-31G(d,p) level, and the high-level electronic
energy for the model system was obtained at the MPWB1K/
6-311+G(2df,2p) level. The comparison between the figures
in the second and third rows of Table 1 indicates that the selected
ONIOM partition is very adequate to properly describe the
energetic properties of theEC + CH3OO‚ reaction. However,
as the MPWB1K functional was neither developed nor calibrated
for any of these flavonoid systems, higher-level ab initio single-
point energy calculations within the ONIOM scheme were
imperative before carrying out any dynamical study of the
reaction process. At this point, it must be remarked that theEC
+ CH3OO‚ system presents severe spin contamination problems
along the reaction path. In particular, the expected value of Sˆ2

for the UHF wave function ranges from 0.75 at RC to 1.25 at
the saddle point. To solve the spin contamination problem, the
third high-level method tried out to correct the DFT energies
was the PMP4 formulism. Although the spin projected fourth-
order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory properly eliminates
the contamination of higher-spin states, the PMP4 H-abstraction
barrier obtained is clearly too high and the reaction energy is
not well described either. For this reason the PMP4 method
was not adopted for the rate constant calculations of theEC +
CH3OO‚ reaction carried out in this paper. The fourth high-
level method used in this study has been the CCSD(T) approach
which is expected to be more reliable than the PMP4 method.
In addition, the CCSD method is rather orbital insensitive, and
one may expect that performing CCSD calculations with an
unrestricted reference would reduce spin contamination con-
siderably. As indicated by Stanton,72 spin contamination in the
CCSD method for doublet radicals is indeed very small in both
ROHF and UHF CCSD calculations, even when the UHF spin-
contamination is very large. The values in Table 1 for the
ONIOM-CCSD(T) method, reflect a bigger stabilization of RC
and a slightly more negative reaction energy than the DFT
values, in agreement with the most recent experimental70 and
theoretical71 estimations commented above. In contrast, the
H-abstraction barrier height turns out to be nearly the same than
the MPWB1K/6-311+G(2df,2p) one. The 4′-OH EC BDE,
calculated here using an isodesmic approach73 turns out to be
77.6 and 78.9 kcal/mol at the MPWB1K/6-311+G(2df,2p) and
the ONIOM-CCSD(T) levels, respectively. These calculated
values may be somewhat underestimated owing to the error of
the DFT method and the basis set used at the CCSD(T) level.
It is well-known that the CCSD(T) approach converges smoothly
but very slowly as the basis set used is increased. However,
CCSD(T) calculations with a more extended basis set on the
model system (11 heavy atoms and 9 hydrogens) would be rather
costly. Practical considerations preclude such a brute-force attack
on the problem, and composite methods become then a very
useful alternative. The last high-level method tested has been

(69) Blanksby, S. J.; Ramond, T. M.; Davico, G. E.; Nimlos, M. R.; Kato, S.;
Bierbaum, V. M.; Lineberger, W. C.; Ellison, G. B.; Okumura, M.J. Am.
Chem. Soc.2001, 123, 9585-9596.

(70) Correia, C. F.; Guedes, R. C.; Dossantos, R. M. B.; Cabral, B. J. C.; Simoes,
J. A. M. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.2004, 6, 2109-2118.

(71) Cabral, B. J. C.; Canuto, S.Chem. Phys. Lett.2005, 406, 300-305.
(72) Stanton, J. F.J. Chem. Phys.1994, 101, 371-374.
(73) Lucarini, M.; Pedulli, G. F.; Guerra, M.Chem.sEur. J. 2004, 10, 933-

939.

Table 1. Low-Level and High-Level Classical (V) and Adiabatic
(Va

G) Potential Energies of the Stationary Points, Relative to
Reactants, in kcal/mol

RC TS products

V Va
G V ‡ Va

G‡ V Va
G

MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) -6.62 -5.27 9.05 7.01-3.78 -3.78
MPWB1K/6-311+G(2df,2p) -3.66 -2.31 12.60 10.56-3.41 -3.41
ONIOM-MPWB1Ka -3.59 -2.24 12.56 10.52-3.23 -3.23
ONIOM-PMP4b -6.92 -5.57 23.61 21.57 1.47 1.47
ONIOM-CCSD(T) -7.77 -6.42 12.26 10.22-4.64 -4.64
ONIOM-CBS -5.94 -4.59 8.04 6.00-6.74 -6.74

a ONIOM (MPWB1K/6-311+G(2df,2p):MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p)) //
MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) b ONIOM (PMP4(SDQ)/6-31G(d,p):MPWB1K/6-
31G(d,p)) // MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p)
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then the CBS-QB3 composite method of Petersson and co-
workers40,41that uses a series of single-point energy calculations
to extrapolate the CCSD(T) energy to the complete basis-set
limit. Recent studies indicate that CBS-QB3 often provides
excellent agreement with experimental reaction energies and
barriers, in some cases with greater accuracy than single-point
energy CCSD(T) calculations with polarized triple-ê basis
sets.74-78 On the other hand, it has been reported that CBS-
QB3 systematically underestimates intermolecular hydrogen-
transfer barriers in monoradicals by∼0.5 kcal/mol, as compared
to the very high level W1 method of Martin et al.,79 perhaps
because CBS-QB3 overcompensates for the effects of spin
contamination in open-shell systems.46 The figures in Table 1
show that the ONIOM-CBS method gives the lowest H-
abstraction classical energy barrier and the most negative
reaction energy for theEC + CH3OO‚ reaction, this last result
being close to the lowest experimental70 and theoretical71 values
given earlier. In any case, flavonoid reactivity has never been
systematically analyzed by high-level ab initio structure calcula-
tions, and for this reason we decided to carry out dynamical
calculations on both the ONIOM-CCSD(T) and the ONIOM-
CBS potential-energy surfaces in spite of the 4 kcal/mol
difference in the corresponding H-abstraction barrier heights.

3.2. Reaction Path and Rate Constant Analysis.In Tables
2, 3, and 4, respectively, the LL, ONIOM-CCSD(T), and the
ONIOM-CBS one-way flux rate constants for the H-abstraction
are presented along with the tunneling transmission coefficients
as a function of temperature. The conventional transition-state
rate constants values,kTST (T), at the three levels of theory, are
mainly due (besides entropic contributions) to the high classical
potential-energy barriers given in Table 1. At 150 K, the
ONIOM-CCSD(T) rate constant is 5 orders of magnitude

smaller than the LL and ONIOM-CBS ones, but this difference
reduces to 1-2 orders of magnitude when temperature is
increased up to 600 K and entropic effects become more
significant. (Note that the ONIOM-CCSD(T)kTST (T) are, in
fact, calculated at the classical potential-energy maximum on
the high-level MEP following the ISPE method. However, in
this case the ISPE results,s(Vmax) ) 0.025 bohr;Vmax ) 12.5
kcal/mol, do not differ much from the ones calculated at the
LL H-abstraction saddle point).

Variational effects are small at the three levels of theory. For
instance, they slow the ONIOM-CBS rate constants by only a
factor of 0.99 and 0.96 at 150 and 600 K, respectively.

The most striking result of our dynamical calculations
corresponds to the huge values obtained for the SCT transmis-
sion coefficients. The transmission coefficient values at the
ONIOM-CCSD(T) level are the biggest among the three levels
of calculation and range from 1.19× 102 at 600 K, up to 1.10
× 1013 at 150 K, whereas the lowest values, although still very
big, are obtained with the ONIOM-CBS methodology: 1.20
× 101 at 600 K, and 1.66× 107 at 150 K.

The reason for those enormous SCT transmission coefficients
must be found on the shape of the adiabatic potential-energy
profiles along the reaction path (Figure 4). It can be observed
that the adiabatic potential-energy barriers are extremely narrow
at the three levels of theory but specially at the ONIOM-CCSD-
(T) level, which presents the highest adiabatic barrier (VAG )
10.43 kcal/mol;s(VAG) ) 0.025 bohr) (see refs 80 and 81 for
recent examples of other systems with large tunneling contribu-
tions due to narrow potential-energy barriers). The LL and
ONIOM-CBS widths of the adiabatic potential-energy profiles
are more alike because the ONIOM-CBS MEP was obtained
by interpolation using the HL information calculated only at
the stationary points. Nevertheless, the adiabatic barrier is
slightly higher at the LL level (VAG ) 7.04 kcal/mol;s(VAG) )
0.0025 bohr) than at the ONIOM-CBS level (VAG ) 6.00 kcal/
mol; s(VAG) ) 0.0021 bohr). The shape of those adiabatic energy
profiles clearly reflects the very short path length of the shifting
hydrogen between its initial position at the RC complex and its
final position at the methylhydroperoxide structure, a short
distance that has already been remarked here from the com-
parison of the corresponding stationary-point geometries. On
the ONIOM-CCSD(T) profile the adiabatic potential energy
drops around 10 kcal/mol from the transition-state structure at
s) 0 bohr tos) -1.0 bohr and tos) 0.5 bohr in the backward
and forward directions, respectively. At those geometries on
the MEP, the H-transfer can be considered to be completed,
and further away the system undertakes a long path characterized
by the heavy atom reorganization and a slow decrease of the
adiabatic potential energy to finally attain the geometry and

(74) Gomez-Balderas, R.; Coote, M. L.; Henry, D. J.; Radom, L.J. Phys. Chem.
A 2004, 108, 2874-2883.

(75) Henry, D. J.; Parkinson, C. J.; Radom, L.J. Phys. Chem. A2002, 106,
7927-7936.

(76) Guner, V.; Khuong, K. S.; Leach, A. G.; Lee, P. S.; Bartberger,M. D.;
Houk, K. N. J. Phys. Chem. A2003, 107, 11445-11459.

(77) Kuwata, K. T.; Hasson, A. S.; Dickinson, R. V.; Petersen, E. B.; Valin, L.
C. J. Phys. Chem. A2005, 109, 2514-2524.

(78) Hasson, A. S.; Chung, M. Y.; Kuwata, K. T.; Converse, A. D.; Krohn, D.;
Paulson, S. E.J. Phys. Chem. A2003, 107, 6176-6182.

(79) Martin, J. M. L.; Oliveira, G. D.J. Chem. Phys.1999, 111, 1843-1856.

Table 2. Rate Constants (in M-1 s-1) and SCT Transmission
Coefficients Computed at the MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) (Low-Level)
Electronic-Structure Level of Theory as a Function of Temperature

T (K) kTST kCVT κSCT kCVT/SCT

150 2.21× 10-5 2.20× 10-5 2.87× 108 6.26× 103

200 1.02× 10-2 1.02× 10-2 8.59× 105 8.61× 103

300 5.85 5.76 2.89× 103 1.62× 104

400 1.68× 102 1.63× 102 1.91× 102 2.98× 104

500 1.43× 103 1.37× 103 4.15× 101 5.43× 104

600 6.56× 103 6.26× 103 1.60× 101 9.57× 104

Table 3. Rate Constants (in M-1 s-1) and SCT Transmission
Coefficients Computed at the ONIOM-CCSD(T) (High-Level)
Electronic-structure Level of Theory as a Function of Temperature.

T (K) kTST kCVT κSCT kCVT/SCT

150 2.96× 10-10 2.87× 10-10 1.10× 1013 3.13× 103

200 2.36× 10-6 2.29× 10-6 1.91× 109 4.35× 103

300 2.32× 10-2 2.26× 10-2 3.72× 105 8.25× 103

400 2.76 2.67 5.88× 103 1.53× 104

500 5.52× 101 5.31× 101 5.40× 102 2.78× 104

600 4.47× 102 4.28× 102 1.19× 102 4.90× 104

Table 4. Rate Constants (in M-1 s-1) and SCT Transmission
Coefficients Computed at the ONIOM-CBS (High-Level)
Electronic-structure Level of Theory as a Function of Temperature.

T (K) kTST kCVT κSCT kCVT/SCT

150 7.40× 10-4 7.30× 10-4 1.66× 107 1.21× 104

200 1.43× 10-1 1.42× 10-1 1.20× 105 1.67× 104

300 3.39× 101 3.34× 101 9.74× 102 3.15× 104

400 6.26× 102 6.08× 102 9.86× 101 5.71× 104

500 4.09× 103 3.94× 103 2.70× 101 1.01× 105

600 1.58× 104 1.51× 104 1.20× 101 1.72× 105
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energy values corresponding to RC and the final products. This
compact doubly hydrogen-bonded complex betweenEC and
CH3OO‚ that forces such a short H-transfer path length, is not
present in other radical scavenging reactions because the
antioxidant molecule does not contain a catechol functionality
(for instance, ubiquinol/R-TocH plus HOO‚ reactions26,82). To
shed light in this point, we have compared the MEPs corre-
sponding to theEC + CH3OO‚ and R-TocH + CH3OO‚
reactions, calculated at the MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) low-level
(LL). We have modeled theR-tocopherol molecule by the
2,2,5,7,8-pentamethylcroman-6-ol molecule (that is, we have
replaced the trimethyltridecyl chain attached to carbon 2 in the
R-tocopherol molecule by a methyl group). Figure 5 clearly
shows that the MEP corresponding to theR-TocH case is wider.
Confirming this fact, the unscaled imaginary frequencies at the
saddle point are 1827i and 2501i cm-1 for R-TocH andEC
reactions, respectively. Because theR-TocH MEP turns out to
be lower and wider than theEC MEP, the SCT transmission

coefficient for theR-TocH + CH3OO‚ reaction is expected to
be notoriously smaller than for theEC + CH3OO‚ reaction.

In fact, without tunneling corrections, the variational H-
abstraction rate constants at 300 K,kCVT (T ) 300 K), at the
LL (5.76 M-1 s-1) and the ONIOM-CCSD(T) (2.26× 10-2

M-1 s-1) level of theory would be smaller than the H-transfer
reaction rate constant of reaction 3 (typically 101 M-1 s-1) and
the ONIOM-CBS kCVT (T) would be only somewhat greater
(33.4 M-1 s-1). In any case, our results show that tunneling
effects are responsible for making theEC + CH3OO‚ reaction
(as a model for theEC + LOO‚ process) clearly much faster
than reaction 3, so thenEC would become able to break the
free-radical chain-lipid peroxidation reaction by trapping the
LOO‚ radical. At this point it has to be remarked that this
decisive role of tunneling cannot be recognized when just BDE
data are handled.

It should be remarked that the actualEC + CH3OO‚ reaction
does not take place in gas phase. The scavenging of the lipid
peroxyl radicals LOO‚ by EC or R-TocH occurs in the lipid
bilayers of cell membranes, where the dielectric constant is much
less than for bulk water. So, dielectric constants around 30 for
the lipid head group-water interface and around 10 for the ester
group region have been suggested.83 Because of that and taking
into account thatEC + CH3OO‚ is not an ionic but a free-
radical reaction, the environmental effects should not alter
significantly the main conclusions of the present paper which
have been obtained by gas-phase calculations. To test this
hypothesis we have incorporated the environmental effects by
means of the separable equilibrium solvation (SES) approxima-
tion.84 In the SES approximation one first calculates the MEP
in the gas phase and then solvates the system at geometries

(80) Tautermann, C. S.; Loferer, M. J.; Voegele, A. F.; Liedl, K. R.J. Phys.
Chem. B2003, 107, 12013-12020.

(81) Tejero, I.; Garcia-Viloca, M.; Gonza´lez-Lafont, AÅ .; Lluch, J. M.; York, D.
M. J. Phys. Chem. B2006, 110, 24708-24719.

(82) Espinosa-Garcı´a, J.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2004, 126, 920-927.

(83) Zhou, F.; Schulten, K.J. Phys. Chem.1995, 99, 2194-2207.
(84) Chuang, Y.-Y.; Cramer, C. J.; Truhlar, D.Int. J. Quantum Chem.1998,

70, 887-896.

Figure 4. Classical potential-energy profile (MEP, red solid line) and
adiabatic energy profile (Va

G, green dashed line) at three different levels of
calculation. Energies are relative to reactants.

Figure 5. R-tocopherol andEC MEPs. (a) Energies are relative to the
corresponding reactants. (b) TheR-tocopherol MEP has been moved up to
make easier the comparison of the respective widths.
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along the gas-phase MEP by adding the standard-state molar
free energy of solvation to the gas-phase potential energy.

In the present case the standard-state molar free energy of
solvation has been calculated using the conductor-like formalism
of the polarized continuum model (CPCM) developed by Barone
et al.,85 at the MPWB1K/MG3S level. For these CPCM
calculations, a value of 4 and 30 was employed for the dielectric
constant, to simulate the hydrophobic interior of a lipid
membrane and the outer part of the interface lipid/water,
respectively.83 The ISPE method55 has been used to interpolate
the solvation correction along the MEP.

We have employed the zero-order canonical mean shape
(CMS-0) approximation86 to calculate the tunneling effects. So,
the SCT calculations have been carried out with an effective
potential for tunneling which is obtained by adding the gas-
phase adiabatic potential energy and the standard-state free
energy of solvation87 (Figure 6). When comparing the three
curves shown in Figure 6, we must note that the profiles with
ε ) 4 andε ) 30 also include solvent-free energy contributions,
whereas the gas-phase curve is just an adiabatic potential-energy
profile.

The SCT transmission coefficients for gas-phase, and includ-
ing environmental effects (ε ) 4 and ε ) 30), at different
temperatures are given in Table 5. Because of the environment,
the effective potentials for tunneling become higher, this way
leading to bigger SCT transmission coefficients than in gas
phase. So, our estimation of the environmental effects confirms
the key role of tunneling effects in thisEC+ CH3OO‚ reaction.

In Table 6 the primary kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) for the
H-abstraction reaction betweenEC and CH3OO‚ are given as a

function of temperature at the three levels of calculation used
in this dynamical treatment. This KIE arises from the substitu-
tion of the hydrogen at the 4′ position by a deuterium. The three
methodologies give large normal KIEs that decrease as tem-
perature increases, the ONIOM-CCSD(T) KIEs being the
largest ones at each temperature. The relative weight of the
different factors that contribute to the total KIE was analyzed
by the factorization given in eq 6:

where KIEtun corresponds to the ratio of SCT transmission
coefficients of the perprotio and the deuteratedEC + CH3OO‚
reactions. While KIEtun accounts for the tunneling contribution
to the global KIE, KIECVT is the ratio of the CVT rate constants
for the perprotio and the deuterated reactions evaluated at the
corresponding generalized transition states and accounts for the
translational, vibrational, rotational, electronic, and the Boltz-
mann factor (associated with the classical potential energy)
contributions to the global KIE. At the ONIOM-CBS level,
the global KIE at 300 K is 8.18, and its factorization gives KIEtun

) 1.11 and KIECVT ) 7.37. So the differences between the two
generalized transition-state partition functions and the two
reactant partition functions (being those differences mainly due
to the vibrational degrees of freedom) account by themselves
for as much as the 90% of the global KIE. That small
contribution of tunneling to the KIE might seem to be in
disagreement with the huge SCT transmission coefficients
reported above. The point here is that both the perprotio and
the deuteratedEC + CH3OO‚ reactions present very large
tunneling effects in this reaction, but because of the narrowness
of the adiabatic potential-energy profile, those SCT transmission
coefficients are very similar for both hydrogen and deuterium
and nearly cancel out in the calculation of their KIE contribution
(see ref 81 for a discussion of this point in the H-abstraction
catalyzed by soybean lipoxygenase-1, a reaction which also has
very large tunneling contributions.)

Finally, we have calculated the representative tunneling
energies (RTEs) for both the perprotio and the deuterated
reactions at the ONIOM-CBS level. At a given temperature,
the RTE is the energy which mostly contributes to the SCT
transmission coefficient. It is a consequence of the opposite
trends of the quantal transmission probability and the Boltzmann
factor as a function of the energy. At 300 K, it turns out to be
only 0.01 and 0.69 kcal/mol above the adiabatic energy of
reactants for the H and D transfers, respectively (0.07 and 2.80
kcal/mol at 600 K, respectively). These so small RTE values
indicate that tunneling is already very easy at the adiabatic
energies of reactants, a consequence of the narrowness of the
adiabatic potential-energy profile.

(85) Barone, V.; Cossi, M.J. Phys. Chem. A1998, 102, 1995-2001.
(86) Truhlar, D. G.; Liu, Y.-P.; Schenter, G. K.; Garrett, B. C.J. Phys. Chem.

1994, 98, 8396-8405.
(87) Chuang, Y.-Y.; Radhakrishnan, M. L.; Fast, P. L.; Cramer, C. J.; Truhlar,

D. G. J. Phys. Chem. A1999, 103, 4893-4909.

Figure 6. Effective potentials for tunneling corresponding to the gas-phase
reaction, and including environmental effects withε ) 4 and ε ) 30.
Energies are relative to the corresponding reactants.

Table 5. SCT Transmission Coefficients for the Gas-Phase
Reaction, Including Environmental Effects with ε ) 4 and ε ) 30,
at Different Temperatures

T (K) gas-phase ε ) 4 ε ) 30

150.00 2.87× 108 5.81× 1011 2.35× 1013

200.00 8.59× 105 7.93× 107 1.89× 109

263.00 1.40× 104 1.99× 105 3.44× 106

298.15 3.10× 103 2.42× 104 3.54× 105

300.00 2.89× 103 2.20× 104 3.19× 105

400.00 1.91× 102 5.87× 102 5.51× 103

500.00 4.15× 101 8.39× 101 5.56× 102

600.00 1.60× 101 2.61× 101 1.31× 102

Table 6. Kinetic Isotope Effects (KIEs) as a Function of
Temperature, at the Three Different Levels of Theory.

T (K) MPWB1K/6-31G(d,p) ONIOM:CCSD(T) ONIOM:CBS

150 12.92 26.64 11.30
200 12.07 12.63 10.24
300 10.17 11.41 8.18
400 8.04 9.68 6.64
500 6.42 7.94 5.38
600 5.19 6.49 4.46

KIE(T) )
kH

CVT/SCT(T)

kD
CVT/SCT(T)

)
κH

SCT(T)

κD
SCT(T)

kH
CVT(T)

kD
CVT(T)

) KIEtunKIECVT (6)
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4. Conclusions

It is well-known that the polyphenolic compounds abundantly
contained in green tea, specially catechins, exert protective
effects against cancer, inflammatory and cardiovascular diseases,
and aging. These protective effects have been mainly attributed
to their antioxidant activity by scavenging free radicals: cat-
echins effectively suppress the lipid peroxidation in biological
issues and subcellular fractions. It seems that the catechol moiety
of catechins with its dihydroxy functionality is most responsible
for that antioxidant capacity.

In this paper we have combined high-level electronic structure
calculations and canonical variational transition state theory
including semiclassical multidimensional small-curvature tun-
neling corrections to study the mechanism and to calculate the
reaction rate constants of the hydrogen abstraction reaction from
(-)-epicatechin by methylperoxyl radical, taken as a peroxo-
lipidic radical model.

Our results have allowed us to understand one of the key
factors of the antioxidant effectiveness of the catechol group.
Because of the existence of the two hydroxyl groups in an ortho
disposition at the “B” ring, two hydrogen bonds are formed
between the hydrogen hydroxyls and the two oxygen atoms of
the attacking methylperoxyl radical, therefore leading to very
compact structures corresponding to a reactant complex prior
to the H-abstraction process and the transition-state structure
of the reaction. This way the H-abstraction occurs as though it
was an intramolecular H-transfer within the reactant complex,

involving an extremely short path length. The resulting adiabatic
potential-energy profile turns out to be extraordinarily narrow
in the range of energies that makes tunneling possible (that is,
at the energy corresponding to reactants and above it). As a
consequence, the H-abstraction process from catechin takes
place with a huge tunneling effect. This reaction becomes then
fast enough to trap the lipid peroxyl radicals in a dominant
competition with the very damaging free-radical chain-lipid
peroxidation reaction. Quantum-mechanical tunneling is then
the clue of the high antioxidant activity of molecules containing
the catechol group, so explaining the important benefits of
drinking green tea known in eastern Asia for thousands of years.
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